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Abstract

Ti-5553 alloy (Ti-5Al-5Mo-5V-3Cr wt.%) is one of the newest high strength metastable β-titanium alloys to be used in large
section components of aircraft structures. Like other Ti-alloys, Ti-5553 can be strengthened by precipitation of the α-phase during
aging heat treatments. In the present study, we explored the potential of laser ultrasonics for metallurgy (LUMet) as an in-situ tool
to measure the α precipitation kinetics during high temperature isothermal aging in a Ti-5553 alloy. The observed change in
longitudinal ultrasound velocity was seen to be linearly correlated with the α-phase fraction measured via post-mortem electron
microscopy. The results are promising for a wider use of LUMet to design optimized heat treatment schedules for commercial Ti-
alloys. Laser ultrasonics offers the potential for real-time monitoring of microstructure evolution in industrial production lines.

1 Introduction

Metastable β-titanium alloys have been increasingly used in the aerospace industry due to their wide range of tensile and
fatigue strength combinations, in addition to their light weight and high corrosion resistance [1, 2]. In particular, Ti-5553 (Ti-5Al-
5Mo-5V-3Cr wt.%) has gained interest in aircraft applications, such as in the design of landing gears. In these parts, Ti-5553 has
been gradually replacing Ti-1023 (Ti-10V-2Fe-3Al wt.%), due to its higher tensile strength, wider processing window and deeper
hardenability, making it the preferred alloy for thick section forgings [3]. The main strengthening mechanism in Ti-5553 results
from the formation of fine α-phase precipitates during aging in the α+β phase field, which is typically conducted after a β solid
solution treatment. The gain in mechanical properties is directly influenced by the size, morphology, distribution and volume
fraction of the α precipitates [4, 5]. Therefore, it is industrially relevant and of scientific interest to quantify the α precipitation
kinetics during aging.

Although widely used in steels, conventional dilatometry for phase transformation measurements is not well adapted in
Ti-alloys for which the measurement is affected not only by changes in crystal structure, but also by the partitioning kinetics of
substitutional alloying elements [6]. Moreover, the phase transformation in Ti-alloys is associated with a relatively small
volumetric change which usually falls below the detection limit of most dilatometry equipment [7, 8]. Alternative techniques
include synchrotron X-ray diffraction which, however, is limited by the fast growth of β grains that often occurs during the β
solution treatment. The bias introduced by the low grain sampling statistics results in challenging interpretation of the diffraction
ray intensity [9]. Furthermore, due to the low penetration depth of X-rays, results can be affected by the formation of α-casing at
high temperatures [10]. While neutron penetration is deeper, neutron diffraction is limited in terms of acquisition time when
measuring phase transitions in pure titanium [11], i.e. the fast rate of transformation does not allow for the construction of a
complete scan. Finally, in-situ electrical resistivity measurements are suitable to evaluate transformation kinetics in Ti-alloys
although correlations with other techniques remain necessary for a quantitative analysis with respect to absolute phase fractions [9,
12, 13].

Laser ultrasonics sensing (LUS) has been identified as a useful tool to measure phase transformations in metals and alloys
[14-19]. In addition to being in-situ, it is a non-contact and non-destructive technique that permits real-time tracking of
microstructure evolution during complex thermomechanical processing, which is advantageous from the industrial perspective.
Phase transitions can be determined by this technique because the ultrasound velocity depends on the elastic properties and density
of the investigated material [20], which typically change with phase fractions and crystallographic texture. Although LUS has been
developed in the past three decades, there is still a limited number of publications on the usage of this technique for phase
transformation measurements in titanium and Ti-alloys [17-19]. Zamiri et al. [17] observed the sensitivity of LUS in detecting
phase transitions in a Ti-6Al-4V wt.% alloy during continuous heating. Attempts to validate LUS measurements in Ti-systems
were later done by Hinterlechner et al. [19]. Aided by synchrotron X-ray diffraction, a good agreement was observed between the
change in wave velocity and the α dissolution during continuous heating of an α+β Ti-alloy [19]. However, investigations on the
complete α+β → β transformation were not performed by Hinterlechner et al. [19]. Variation in ultrasound velocity upon
allotropic transformation was observed by Shinbine et al. [18] during thermal cycling of pure titanium. Here, the velocity behavior
was modeled assuming that its change is correlated to a volume-fraction-weighted average of individual constituents by a simple
linear addition law, as proposed by Kruger and Damm for steels [16]. But to date no validation of this rule of mixtures was
conducted for titanium and its alloys.

The present work aims to investigate the relationship between ultrasound velocity and α phase fraction in a Ti-5553 alloy.
This alloy was selected for its current industrial relevance and its relatively long transformation times due to the presence of slow
diffusing alloying elements. Hence, the β-phase can be retained at room temperature at reasonable cooling rates (> 0.25 °C/s) [21].
Following a β solution treatment, the α-phase precipitation behavior was studied by isothermal treatment at 600 °C. Data
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acquisition was carried out during the isothermal aging and the observed change in wave velocity was correlated with the α
volume fraction, measured by ex-situ metallography.

2 Material and experiments

A Ti-5553 alloy was used in this study as provided by UTC Aerospace Systems in the as-forged condition with the
chemical composition shown in Table 1. The β-transus temperature (Tβ) of this system is ~ 840 °C [22] and its molybdenum
equivalent ([Mo]eq) is 12.7 as calculated using the empirical equation proposed by Collings [23].

Table 1: Chemical composition of the Ti-5Al-5V-5Mo-3Cr alloy (wt.%)

Al V Mo Cr Fe Si Zr O H C Ti
5.39 5.01 5.03 2.80 0.32 0.03 0.01 0.15 0.002 0.01 Bal.

 Specimens with dimensions of 60 x 10 x 3 mm were machined from the as-forged material to perform the tests. Heat
treatments as well as laser ultrasonics measurements were carried out in a Gleeble 3500 thermomechanical simulator (Dynamic
System Inc. Poestenkill, NY) coupled with a LUMet sensor. Unlike in conventional transducer contact methods, the ultrasound
pulse is generated by ablating a fine surface layer of the sample by a frequency-doubled Q-switched Nd:YAG laser, which has a
wavelength of 532 nm, a pulse duration of 6 ns and a maximum energy of 72 mJ. The created ultrasound wave propagates back
and forth through the sample. Consecutive arrivals of the pulse at the sample surface create a small surface displacement that
modulates the detection laser light reflected on the sample. The detection laser is a frequency-stabilized Nd:YAG pulsed laser
which illuminates the generation spot with infrared radiation (1064 nm) and with a pulse duration of 90 μs. The reflected light is
demodulated using a photo-refractive crystal and the ultrasound signal with an amplitude proportional to the ultrasound surface
displacement is collected. Ultrasound velocity is given by the ratio of the propagation distance and the time between two echoes,
which is calculated using a cross correlation function between two selected echoes. In this case, the ultrasound bandwidth ranges
from 2 to 10 MHz with a highest signal to noise ratio centered around 5 MHz. K-type thermocouples, spot-welded at the center of
the specimen on the opposite side of the laser beam, were used to measure the specimen temperature. The tests were conducted
under a vacuum atmosphere of ~0.002 Pa.

 The first heat treatment consisted of a β-solution treatment at 900 °C for 15 min followed by controlled cooling at a rate
of 6.7 °C/s to room temperature. This test was conducted to validate the complete dissolution of the α phase prior to the isothermal
aging treatment. The LUMet signal was acquired during cooling from 900 °C to 450 °C. The ω-solvus temperature has been
determined to be in the range of 350-400 °C for this alloy [24]. Therefore, samples rapidly cooled from the β phase-field to
temperatures above 400 °C would not undergo any athermal or isothermal ω precipitation. Subsequently, the α precipitation
kinetics of the alloy was investigated during aging at 600 °C, i.e. above the temperature range where the hexagonal ω phase can
form. Samples for the aging treatment were cooled at 6.7 °C/s from the β solutionizing temperature (900 °C) to the aging
temperature (600 °C). To assess the change in wave velocity with the α-phase fraction, samples were quenched using He gas after
different aging times.

Specimens for scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) characterization were
prepared by standard metallographic techniques comprising of mechanical surface grinding and polishing. The finishing step
consisted of mechanical polishing with a 5:1 volume mixture of 0.05 μm colloidal silica and 30 wt.% hydrogen peroxide solution.
A Zeiss Sigma field emission scanning electron microscope at 20kV accelerating voltage was used for EBSD phase mapping and
backscattered imaging (BSE). EBSD data acquisition was performed on selected samples using an EDAX DigiView Camera and
TSL Orientation Imaging Microscopy (OIM) software at a step size of 0.05 μm. Phase maps were obtained by means of the TSL
OIM Analysis 6.2 software.

The atomic number contrast in BSE images was used to quantify the α volume fractions via image analysis. Uneven
image background, originating from different β grain orientations and redistribution of alloying elements with time, was corrected
in order to set a single threshold grey value for all conditions. For this purpose, the so-called rolling ball algorithm [25] using a
morphological closing approach was implemented in MATLAB. Here, a criterion to find the best ball radius based on image
magnification and foreground feature size was used. Before applying the algorithm, the 8-bit images were normalized to set the
greyscale histogram distributions from 0 to 255 in all images. The threshold grey value was set such that the α fraction of a
selected BSE image, taken at the exact same area at which an EBSD scanning was conducted, matched with the α fraction
obtained from the corresponding EBSD phase map. This value was then used in all the images taken for different holding times.
The α phase fractions were measured from at least 10 images in each condition. All SEM parameters that could affect phase
contrast, such as working distance, beam current, etc., were kept constant.

3 Results and discussion

An SEM micrograph of the Ti-5553 alloy in the as-received condition is shown in Fig. 1a. Its microstructure consists of a
duplex structure of globular and acicular α-phase constituents dispersed in the β matrix, typically produced during conventional
α+β forging.  Fig. 1b shows the change in longitudinal wave velocity (ΔVL) during controlled cooling at 6.7 °C/s following the β
solution treatment at 900 °C for 15 min. Each data point in the graph corresponds to one ultrasound measurement and there is a
very good repeatability in the three investigated samples. The velocity increases linearly with decreasing temperature due to
changes in elasticity and density of the alloy as the temperature decreases [20]. The monotonic velocity increase also indicates that
no β → α+β transformation occurred during cooling at 6.7 °C/s, as confirmed with SEM micrographs that show a fully metastable
β microstructure with a mean equivalent area diameter (EQAD) of 182 μm (Fig. 1c). From the LUMet results, the temperature
dependence of ultrasonic velocity in the β-phase is found to be -3.7 x 10-4 mm.μs-1.°C-1.
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Fig. 1: Ti-5553 alloy a) SEM/BSE image of the as-received microstructure; b) Change in longitudinal wave velocity in the fully β
condition during continuous cooling; c) SEM/BSE image of the as-cooled microstructure

The above analysis also indicates that there is a statistically sufficient number of β grains in the volume probed by the
ultrasound pulse given by the laser spot diameter of 2 mm and the sample thickness of 3 mm. Assuming a spherical grain
approximation, the number of β grains is estimated to be of order 3000 which is sufficient to presume a random grain orientation
distribution in the probed volume [26]. This constitutes a critical aspect of the LUMet measurements to minimize potential effects
of β crystallographic orientation on the ultrasound velocities, as the elastic constants in the bcc phase are highly anisotropic [18,
22].

Fig. 2 shows the change in longitudinal wave velocity during aging at 600 °C as a function of aging time. Vt is the
absolute velocity at a given time “t” and V0 was the velocity measured at the onset of the isothermal holding, i.e. in the fully β
condition.

Fig. 2: Change in ultrasound velocity in Ti-5553 during 3h holding at 600 °C 

Ultrasonic velocity can be affected, at different order of magnitudes, by porosity, phase transformations, crystallographic
texture, grain size, internal friction, temperature and stress [27]. At constant temperatures without deformation and operating in the
Rayleigh regime (i.e. the mean grain size is much smaller than the ultrasound wavelength λ), the wave velocity is primarily
influenced by phase transformation and crystallographic texture. Using the classical wave equation , where  is the
longitudinal ultrasonic velocity in the β-phase (4600 m/s) [17] and  is the centered frequency of the broadband ultrasound (5
MHz), the ultrasound wavelength is estimated to be 920 μm, i.e. the wavelength is about 5 times larger than the mean β grain size
(182 μm) at the beginning of aging such that the measurements are indeed conducted in the Rayleigh scattering regime. As there is
a statistically sufficient number of grains in the probed volume any observed velocity change can thus be attributed to phase
transformation.

Indeed, Fig. 2 shows that the change in velocity measured during aging depicts a sigmoidal shape, which is consistent
with a classical diffusion controlled nucleation-growth type phase transformation kinetics. A relatively good test repeatability
among the three measured samples is again observed. The variation among repeated experiments is estimated around 0.02 mm/μs
before the transformation and can be as high as 0.05 mm/μs when both phases, α and β, are present. In particular, during the
transformation the decreased precision may be related to the redistribution of alloying elements that may affect elastic properties
and resulting wave velocities.
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The results from ex-situ metallography of samples quenched from 600 °C after different holding times were used to
construct a calibration curve of the measured α-phase fraction as a function of the change in velocity. Here, EBSD was used to
measure the α fraction for the longest holding time of 3 hours where equilibrium is approached. The α fraction measured by EBSD
is then used to select the threshold grey value to systematically measure the amount of α-phase from BSE images, as described in
section 2. Fig. 3a shows a BSE image of the sample aged for 3 hours and rapidly cooled to room temperature, while Fig. 3b shows
the corresponding EBSD phase map at the same area. The microstructure seen in Fig. 3 consists of fine α variants homogeneously
dispersed in a basketweave fashion within the β matrix. This type of arrangement is commonly seen in α+β and metastable β Ti-
alloys and results from the tendency of the system to minimize the total β → α transformation shape strain and the corresponding
strain energy by clustering of multiple α lath variants, i.e. the principle of self-accommodation [28]. The α-phase fraction (in %) is
measured to be 59% ± 1% which is in good agreement with the α-phase equilibrium fraction of 60% calculated using the TTTI3
database in ThermoCalc.

Fig. 3: Ti-5553 rapidly cooled from 600 °C to room temperature after 3 hours holding a) SEM/BSE image;
 b) corresponding EBSD phase map (red: α-phase, green: β-phase)

The calibration curve between change in velocity and α-phase fraction is shown in Fig. 4. They are expressed in terms of
average quantities, in which the error bars are the velocity range at a particular time among repeated tests, and the 95% confidence
interval of the metallographic data, respectively. The velocity change increases in a first approximation linearly with the α-phase
fraction, i.e. as proposed by Kruger and Damm [16] for the austenite-ferrite transformation in steels. With the labor-intensive
metallographic measurements the phase fractions can be measured with a precision of ± 1% whereas with LUMet the fraction can
be monitored with a precision of ± 6%. Considering the advantages of the in-situ and non-contact nature of LUMet, this may be
considered an excellent monitoring capacity for tracking phase transformations in Ti-alloys.

Fig. 4: Change in ultrasound velocity in Ti-5553 during isothermal aging at 600 °C as a function of α-phase fraction

4 Conclusion

In-situ laser ultrasonics technique has been used to measure phase transformation kinetics in a Ti-5553 alloy. Using a
systematic procedure to quantify α-phase fractions from BSE images, a calibration curve has been created from which a linear
relationship between change in longitudinal wave velocity and α-phase fractions has been found to be a good approximation
similar to previous findings for steels [16]. In the present study that was limited to one isothermal aging condition, i.e. at 600 °C,
the transformed fraction could be measured with an accuracy of ± 6% using LUMet. Further investigations are currently being
conducted to extend these measurements to different aging temperatures as well as continuous cooling and heating treatments.
Overall, laser ultrasonics is a promising technique for a real-time phase monitoring in industrial Ti-alloys.
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